
When most think of Line 6 products, they immediately 
think of their wireless transmission products and 

also their guitar/instrument amps, pedals, and effects. 
Now, by popular demand it seems, these folks have 
come up with a solution for DJs asking for a better way 
to produce sound. Enter the L3ta full-range, 3-way 
loudspeaker and L3s, a dual 12” bi-amped subwoofer 
module. The system they sent me to test drive consisted 
of two full-range tops (L3t) and one subwoofer (L3s).

FIRST GLANCE
Aesthetically speaking, the StageSource L3t and the L3s are 
unlike any other powered cabinets on the market. The tops 
are taller and create a line-array look, while the sub is thinner, 
yet deeper—with both models carrying a sleek black rounded 
corner design and also the flexibility to have the sub on its side 
or standing on its end.

UNDER THE HOOD
While the looks of the system are phenomenal, DJs really want 
to know what’s inside the cabinets and how it applies to them. 
In total, the system I test drove had around 4,000 watts of peak 

power, with 2,800 of 
those being attributed 
to the tri-amp tops and 
1,200 on the low-end 
frequencies. However, 
with the events I tried 
the system out on (two 
weddings, one coffee 
house band gig, one 
corporate event, and 
one youth event), I 
didn’t need to push the 
system to anywhere 
near the peak perfor-
mance power.

The L3t’s are 
powerful, 3-way, full-
range speaker modules 
comprised of two 
10” low-frequency 
drivers and one high-
frequency driver, with 
ratings of 655 watts 
(peak) for each of the 
low frequency drivers, 
and 175 watts (peak) 

for the high frequency 
driver. Sonically, the 
boxes are meant to 
reproduce every discern-
ible frequency in either 
pre-recorded playback 
(DJs) and live sound 
(keyboards are espe-
cially tough on cabinets) 
with crystal-clear 
accuracy; this is likely 
why Line 6 opted for a 
3-way cabinet instead 
of the standard two-way 
design of most powered 
speakers.

Functionality is 
key for these speakers. 
They have the most 
bells and whistles of 
any powered cabinet I 
have had the pleasure 
of reviewing. In fact, not 
only can the controls 
and modes on the sides 
and back of the unit be 
manually adjusted on 
the cabinet, the unit 
can all be connected via 
Line 6’s innovative (and 
remarkably cool) L6 LINK 
system, which utilizes 
their new digital console, 
the StageScape™ 
M20d, described as 
“the world’s first smart 
mixer.” (Note: L6 LINK 
also works between StageSource speakers, even when they are 
not connected to the StageScape M20d mixer; in this setting, 
it automatically pans stereo signals between left and right 
speakers and sums stereo signals for monitors or subs, if only 1 
sub is in use.) Having seen one in action at NAMM in January, I 
can tell you first hand that this system (an “ecosystem” as they 
call it) will make major waves in the areas of live sound and DJ 
performance in the next couple of years.

EVEN MORE FEATURES
The modes to which the L3t can be set include: Reference/PA 
(as mains), Playback (for DJ setups), floor monitor, electric guitar 
(as a quasi-amp), acoustic guitar, and keyboards. In addition to 
this, there are two more mixable inputs (XLR and 1/4”) with 
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We all have interests outside of DJing, and one of mine is 
firearms. I really enjoy attending gun shows and looking 

at all the cool stuff being displayed above and beyond the 
expected. Sometimes I even see things that might be useful in 
the DJ world, and EarDam products are just such a thing.

EarDam is an independent company that provides an 
excellent product and personalized service like the old days: 
They make custom-fit earplugs, in-ear monitors for singers, and 
some of the most amazing headphones you’ve ever heard. All 
fit specifically to YOUR ears.

I drove out to the home of Al and Linda Hodges, armed 
with unprotected ears and a camera, and came back with a set 
of custom-fit, custom-colored earplugs that afford about 33db 
of noise reduction, and look really cool as you can see. 

First, a small foam plug with a string is gently inserted into 
the ear canal, this keeps the earplug material from contacting, 
and bonding to (yikes!) the eardrums. You can choose from several 
colors to mix and match—a single color or a swirling celebration 
of color, it’s up to you. The colors are mixed with a hardening 
catalyst and loaded into a syringe-like device and pumped into 
your ears. This feels weird, as they fill up your ears, sound gets shut 
out and you soon realize how well the EarDam Custom Earplugs 
are going to protect your hearing. After abut ten minutes, Al pulls 
them from your 
ears and buffs 
them smooth so 
they are perfectly 
comfortable, then 
seals them so they 
will last for many, 
many uses.

I gotta tell ya, 
these things are 
outstanding. I’ve 
worn them while 
playing exces-
sively loud music, 
at a live band 
concert, and on 
several occasions 
while using 
power tools, and 
they performed 
wonderfully. Imagine mixing a set at the club without a monitor 
screaming in your face and without damaging your hearing. 
And if you work in sound reinforcement these could come in 
handy, big time. Plus, they’re comfortable enough to sleep in.

If you desire headphones or in-ear monitors, there are a few 
more steps involved while your ear impressions are made into 
some amazing sounding units that also block out background 
noise. You can contact Al and Linda, or check the website to see 
where they’ll be next, and find out how to get yourself a cool 
new set of EarDam custom-fit earplugs. Keep on rockin’.  MB

www.eardam.com

full-band level control (and individual channel feedback sup-
pression) on the side of the unit for those times when the 
groom’s cousin absolutely must play “Freebird” on an acoustic 
guitar while singing. What’s more, when he asks for “a little 
‘verb, man,” you can oblige, because each channel has its own 
reverb and echo controls. The unit also has main inputs in the 
back (including line level XLR, 1/4”, and stereo RCA) that also 
feature an overall feedback suppression function.

The L3t can also be a floor monitor, with an insanely 
cutting-edge, onboard gyro-like technology that automati-
cally senses when the speaker is turned sideways and flips 
the acoustical mode into that of a floor monitor. To make the 
cabinet work well, Line 6 even installed “kick-stands” to make 
sure those using the floor monitors have the sound aimed 
right at their ears.

The L3s packs two 12” subwoofers into its 34” x 17” x 23” 
frame. Along with that, there is easy selectability on the L3s’s 
onboard crossover, allowing the operator to choose between 
four settings (80Hz, 100Hz, 120Hz, and Off ) for desired bass 
response and frequency detection. The cabinets feature XLR 
and 1/4” inputs and XLR throughs; you also can use the L6 
LINK system to control the unit.

PERFORMANCE
It is often the characteristics of a speaker’s reproduction of 
voice that is the most critical for DJ work, considering those 
all-important words being spoken during a heartfelt toast, 
for example. With that in mind, the easily-selectable feedback 
suppression and mode functions on the L3t really make the 
cabinet the “multi-tool” of the powered speaker realm. In 
all the acoustic settings where I tried the system, all could 
hear the words being spoken, and I even had a little extra 
headroom to handle the bridesmaid who was nervous held 
the microphone three feet from her mouth.

On the low end, I was impressed by the L3s, which I 
couldn’t get to fail (try as I might) during my youth event. In 
this day and age where apparently no audiophiles are left in 
the mastering process of pop and hip-hop music, frequencies 
are often atrocious and “dirty”—and the L3s handled these 
like a true champion.

I was pleasantly surprised at the versatility of the whole 
system, when it came to my live sound event that featured 
an acoustic guitar and drum-based group in a coffee shop 
setting. I could easily handle all their requests for sonic 
tweaking, without resorting to any outboard processors.

VERIDICT
To reinterate, the StageSource system is really much like a 
multi-tool when it comes to its versatility and the scope of 
the events for which the system is useful. I also really liked 
the sound that was produced from the three-way L3t’s. They 
filled the space with crisp sound on all frequencies, and when 
I needed more, there was more available. My time with the 
Line 6 StageSource series was a definitely positive one. In 
front of crowds of a few hundred (weddings and corporate 
events) or a few (50 people in a coffee shop), the system 
impressed both me and my clients, which as Martha would 
say, is a good thing.  MB

www.line6.com
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